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Abstract
The processes of accessing a shared communication

media have been extensively researched in the depend-
ability and real-time area. For embedded systems, the
primary approaches have revolved around the event-
triggered and the time-triggered paradigms. In this pa-
per, our goal is to objectively and quantitatively out-
line the capabilities and limitations of each of these
paradigms. The event-triggered approach is commonly
perceived as providing high flexibility, while the time-
triggered approach is expected to provide for a higher
degree of predictable communication access to the me-
dia. We have quantified the spread of their differences,
and provide a summary discussion about suggested best
usage for each approach. The focus of our work is on
the response times of the communication system, and
also on the schedulability of the communication system
in collaboration with tasks in the nodes.

1. Introduction
The access to a shared communication media us-

ing demand/contention based access (Event-Triggered)
and slotted controlled access (Time-Triggered) has gar-
nered its share of strong opinions in the community.

The effects of choosing one design approach over
another are not obvious especially in a complex sys-
tem where the various dimensions of a design deci-
sions cover issues of flexibility, efficiency, predictabil-
ity and dependability. For example, if choosing the
event-triggered system we might be prohibited from
using the full bandwidth in order to ensure critical
message transfers even in an eventful situation conse-
quently leading to a low utilization of the media.

Thus, our specific objectives in this paper are:
• We quantitatively establish the conditions under
which Event-Triggered (ET) and Time-Triggered (TT)
systems are more appropriate to use concerning the
amount of transferred data and the response time char-
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acteristics. • We establish schedulability strengths and
limitations of each approach. • Based on the above
two facets, we outline suggested domains of strength
and weakness for each paradigm along with suggested
envelopes of operation.

Comparisons of ET and TT approaches exist, al-
though these target specific protocol instantiations and
for specific load conditions, e.g., [4] CAN-TTP and [3]
CAN-QWIK. Work in [5] investigates min/max delays
and generated jitter. Related work concerning commu-
nication and task scheduling appears in [6, 8]. However,
our work compare the normal behavior of ET and TT
architectures under varied load conditions with the in-
tention of achieving better understanding of their fun-
damental capabilities and limitations.

2. System and Task Model
The system environment consists of n nodes inter-

connected via a multiple access communication chan-
nel. To avoid collisions, one node at a time can send
while all nodes can receive the sent message. This re-
quires an ordered access approach to avoid or resolve
multiple simultaneous accesses.

Communication takes place between two tasks τi

and τj . The message size is measured in bytes. Tasks
are periodic and must execute within the time inter-
val given by the period. The communicating tasks are
assumed to be located on different nodes so the com-
munication will take place over the communication me-
dia. In the schedule, it is assumed that a message must
be sent after the completion of τi and received before
the start of τj . Periodic messages do not have explicit
deadlines but must be delivered in time for the receiver
task to be able to meet its deadline. Message transmis-
sion is always non-preemptive.
2.1. Media-Access Methods

In the Time-Triggered Architecture (TTA), access
to the media is ordered by time, such that each node
is assigned a time-slot in a cyclic schedule. Sporadic
messages must be sent in a slot that belongs to the
node where the sender process executes.
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We assume that one frame, i.e., message data in-
cluding overhead, is sent in each time slot. Frames are
used as containers for both periodic and sporadic mes-
sages, and have one static part assigned for periodic
messages transfer, i.e., the same message data is trans-
ferred periodically in that part. The second part of
the frame is used for sporadic message transfer. As we
do not know the arrival times for sporadic messages,
we use a local node queue where all new sporadic data
is queued on arrival. Messages are queued based on
priorities. When it is time to send a frame, as many
messages as possible are packed in the sporadic part of
the frame.

To avoid media contention in the Event-Triggered
Architecture (ETA) we assume that nodes can resolve
potential collision by a priority on the frame. Thus, if
two nodes start to send at the same time the node with
the highest priority frame will send and the other node
will withdraw, see for instance CAN [7]. We assume
that periodic messages have the highest priority and
sporadic messages the lower priority.

3. Simulation Setup

In this paper we present two investigations. a) The
behavior of TT and ET communication under different
communication loads, and b) How ET and TT systems
handle different task sets regarding scheduling.

To obtain synthetic task sets and sets of sporadic
messages, a uniform distribution was used to randomly
generate tasks and sporadic messages in a two-step
process: (1) a period was generated and (2) within
each period an activation time of the task/message
was generated. Thus, the generated period controls
the basic rate of sporadic messages and tasks. Each
message and task are assigned three properties (1) a
period (2) a length and (3) a priority, i.e., a triplet
< period, length, priority >.

The system is run with different communication
load, consisting of periodic and sporadic messages, in
order to compare the TT and ET approaches. Peri-
odic messages are generated at a constant rate, while
sporadic messages are generated with a varied rate.
Thus, the amount of periodic messages is fixed and
the communication load is determined by the amount
of sporadic messages. Hence, the generated sporadic
traffic is randomly generated to achieve a certain load,
which is controlled by the message length, number of
messages and their basic periods. We define load as:
Load = Generated sporadic traffic

Available sporadic bandwidth

The available bandwidth is the amount of data that
can be transferred per time unit on our media. Thus,
the Available sporadic bandwidth is the residual band-
width, after the bandwidth for periodic traffic has been
excluded.

3.1. Task and Communication Scheduling
In TTA, periodic messages (and tasks) follow a pre-

defined schedule and sporadic messages are included
when there is slack available. Hence, sporadic messages
will not affect the pre-scheduled tasks and messages or
cause them to miss deadlines.

In ETA, the scheduling of tasks and messages is per-
formed on-line. Tasks are normally preemptive, but
messages sent on the media are not preemptive and
can delay a higher priority message, which may lead to
a missed message deadline or task deadline.

Scheduling In general, the media-access method
reflects the intended use of the system. It would then
seem natural that the motivation for choosing a par-
ticular communication approach is also applicable for
how the tasks should execute, i.e., how to perform
task scheduling. Hence, using TT communication, the
schedule constitutes a static time-table dictating the
start times for the tasks which are not affected by any
sporadic messages. Similarly, the schedule for ETA is
generated dynamically by considering task priorities.

Experimental Setup For this part of the simula-
tions we have used a constraint programming frame-
work that was developed previously in [2]. We gener-
ated three studies representing systems with 6, 12 and
18 nodes. In each study we generated task sets with
varying sporadic communication load. The variation
was obtained by successively increasing the message
sizes while the number of messages remained constant.
The deadline for a task equals its period. To get the
load evenly distributed in the schedule, the tasks also
have randomly generated activation times. For each
experiment, 20 task sets were generated.

Experimental Results The first experiment in-
vestigates how well ETA and TTA handle sporadic
messages. A message/task is regarded as missed, if
it cannot be sent/executed in such a way that it is re-
ceived/finished before its deadline. Figure 1 shows the
number of missed messages for TTA and ETA. The
figure also shows that ETA is able to accommodate
a larger proportion of sporadic messages than TTA.
However, as the load increases, the gap between ETA
and TTA decreases. The explanation for this transi-
tion is that at low load, the ETA has the flexibility to
use the slack for any node. This is not the case for
the TTA where the number of missed messages grows
almost linearly with the load. In contrast, when the
load increases, ETA still tries to accommodate all mes-
sages before their deadline. However low priority mes-
sages can now easily be delayed by messages from all
nodes, such that they miss their deadline. This is an
effect which increases with load. This problem occurs
in ETA as the communication queue is a global one. In



TTA this effect is limited as the communication queue
is local and thus fewer messages are affected. As seen
in Figure 1, the transition occurs at a load of approx.
0.6–0.7.

We do note for TTA that in our experiments the
sizes of the messages are rather large compared to the
size of the slots. This means that sporadic bandwidth
may potentially be wasted, as many messages will not
fit into the remainder of the designated slot. Hence,
if we had varied the load by increasing the number of
messages instead of increasing the message size, the
performance of TTA would probably improve.

We have assumed small frame overhead for address-
ing in both ETA and TTA, i.e., approximately 1 and 2
byte for TTA and ETA, respectively. If we should in-
clude other overhead, e.g., for checksums etc., we would
likely effect the ETA negatively, see [1].

Note, in Figure 1 the amount of missed messages
in the ETA curves that corresponds to periodic mes-
sages, ranges between 5% and 15%. A missed periodic
message also means a missed (receiver) task deadline.
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Figure 1: Event-Triggered and Time-Triggered (30% pe-
riodics, 30% task utilization).

3.2. Communication Load
In this section we present an investigation of the

average delay for a message, from its release time until
it is actually transferred. The system is only limited
by the communication. The tool Matlab have been
used for these simulations using the basic triplets <
period, length, priority > as described in section 3.

As there is no natural termination in this type of
simulation, we want to determine a time where the
behavior of the system has stabilized. We have found,
see [1], that the system is stable after 100 rounds. That
is, the average delay is not affected even if the system
is run for a longer time.

A First Comparison In Figure 2, we can see
the results after simulations with six nodes, where the
bandwidth is divided equally between periodic and spo-
radic messages. The left y-axis depicts the average de-
lay of messages. The right y-axis shows the amount of

messages not sent, i.e., instance i of message a (ai), is
deleted if ai+1 arrives before ai.

It is important to note that in TTA, periodic mes-
sages will not contribute to the average delay or be
deleted, as they are sent in predetermined time slots.
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Figure 2: Average send delay of messages. 6 node sys-
tems. Note, for TT, periodic messages never contribute.

Number of Nodes In this section we have varied
the number of nodes in the system and studied changes
on the average message delay. We have changed the
number of nodes between 6, 12, and 18. Thus in Fig-
ure 3 we show the trends when we increase the system
size, both for TTA and ETA.

In Figure 3 we can see that the trend scales with
the system size. The only changed parameter is the
number of nodes, which contributes to the size of the
TDMA-period (for TTA). Furthermore, we use a fixed
average size on messages and this will affect the period
for sporadic messages.

Thus, the TTA will in this case get larger delay as
the system size increase, as the average delay is mainly
dependent on the TDMA period.

The ETA has low average delays as long as the load
is low. However, the delays will grow earlier, and at
high load the average delays are still low for messages
accessing the media.

The amount of missed messages is not affected by
the system size. We have also studied the effect when
varying the preassigned share of periodic messages [1].

4. Discussions and Conclusion
Prior to summarizing our result, note that the use of

randomly generated messages are not adaptable to any
real-life situation. However, similar loads can be found
in many real-time systems, e.g., high priority control
loops generating periodic messages and other system
parts generating sporadic messages.

We argue that the ETA and TTA approaches have
certain inherent properties that makes them more
suited for a specific context. We summarize our ob-
servations that can aid proper solutions and designs of
ETA and TTA.
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Figure 3: The number of nodes in the system is changed from 6,12 and 18 nodes.

• Missed/deleted messages increases when the load is
greater than (approx. 0.7), as the lowest priority mes-
sages never get access to the media. Similarly, consid-
ering tasks and messages with their deadlines, there is
a noticeable amount of missed deadlines already at a
load of 0.6–0.7. This is confirmed by the pure commu-
nication investigation as the standard deviation starts
to increase around the same load. Thus, the fact that
there is a global queue together with big variations
in delay, larger message overhead and more messages
cause a lot of missed deadlines in the ETA.

• For TTA, the average delay is about half a TDMA-
round (large compared to ETA). Note, that in TTA
periodic messages have zero delay and only sporadic
messages contribute to the average delay. There is also
a higher amount of lost messages compared to the ETA
when tasks are involved, i.e., when short deadlines are
used for the sporadic messages. In the pure communi-
cation case, short deadlines are not used and we can see
that fewer messages are missed for the TTA, at higher
load, than the ETA. Thus, short deadlines on sporadic
messages negatively effects TTA. With less short dead-
lines of sporadic messages, it is noticeable that this very
basic approach of transferring sporadic messages still
handles sporadic traffic surprisingly efficiently, in the
sense that few messages are missed/deleted. Thus, the
predictability of a TTA comes at a cost of longer delays,
but with less variation in these delays. However, when
sporadic message deadlines are relatively long, there is
a smaller loss in bandwidth efficiency compared to the
ETA. This basic approach of sending sporadic messages
works with very small or no changes in any TTA. In
our future work we will look at more efficient ways of
transferring sporadic and event driven data using TTA.

• As long as a system runs with a load below 0.6–
0.7, there is little reason for choosing a TTA. The
ETA implies short message delays and most messages
are transferred. Even variations between delays are
small with a fewer number of missed deadlines below
this threshold. The salient reason for choosing a TTA
is if we have high requirements on predictability, e.g.,

dependability. The sporadic traffic handling is one of
the main contributing facts to why ETA is considered
flexible. However, the TTA can also handle sporadic
messages well, as it is not so sensitive to traffic-bursts
and benefits from the fact that it has less overhead
than the ETA. As we have seen in the figures, both
TTA and ETA have similar amount of lost messages.
Thus, when considering flexibility of the ETA we would
rather point to the ease of integrating new nodes etc.
• When varying load/bursts traffic or high load is ex-
pected, i.e., the load often above 0.6–0.7, a TTA should
be considered, especially for real-time systems. How-
ever, based on our result we can also state that the only
reason for chosing the ETA below the 0.6 is if there is
need for small average delays of sporadic messages.
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